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Minority population up; fewer blacks here
lly I \MFS MENERV
James Madison University's minority population
has increased slightly this year, .although its black
population has decreased, according to Dr. William
.lackameit, director of institutional research.
See related slorv on IMU's
minority faculty. |»:i u»» s

•

There are now 303 minority students attending
JMU compared to 299 minority students last year.
There are 236 black students this year, compared to
245 black students last year. The increase is due to
growth among the Asiatic and Hispanic populations
at JMU. Both the figures for this year and last were
compiled among on-campus students. Jackameit
said.
The admissions office reports that only 53 new
black students entered JMU this year (42 freshmen.
11 transfers) Jackameit said that 63 new black
students entered JMU last year.
"Last year was a good year, this year has not been
a particularly good year." said Jackameit.
The decrease is due to a shortage of black students
who meet both the academic and financial
requirements necessary to attend JMU. according to
Forrest Parker, an admissions counselor and
minority recruiter here.
Plans for desegregation were proposed in 1978,
when the Carter administration threatened to
withhold $100 million worth of federal aid to Virginia
if no improvement was shown.
There is much competition for well-qualified
minority students. Parker said. The University of
Virginia. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University. Virginia Commonwealth University and
JMU all desire such students, Parker said.
"VCU really kills everybody because of their
location." Parker said. An urban area like Richmond

v

has an established social environment for blacks, he
said.
"At James Madison we must create a social environment to attract black students." Parker said.
George Harris, coordinator of minority student
affairs, said. "The area (Harrisonburg) is really
detracting for blacks. Richmond or Norfolk or
Northern Virginia would be more attractive."
JMU is recruiting blacks despite the problem of
location. Harris said.
"I think JMU seems more liberal in trying to enroll
blacks." Harris said.
JMU has many assets to draw, minority students
here. Parker said. He listed an attractive campus,
outstanding facilities, high academic standards and a
chance for various lifestyles among these.

To display these assets to minority students
Parker invited high school students within a two-hour
drive of JMU to attend the JMU-Hampton Institute
football game Saturday. The event was co-sponsored
by the Black Student Alliance and the Minority Affairs Office.
Parker said the day was "very successful." Thirtysix black students and their families visited JMU, he
said.
Before the, game, a guided tour of campus was given
Afterward, a reception was given so visitors could
meet with eight black campus organizations, he said.
The day ended with a dance in the Shenandoah Room
in Chandler Hall.
"All of this is set up to create enthusiasm (about
See STUDENTS, page 8

Some blacks not aware of decrease

By JAMES OENERY
•*\o. I was not aware that black enrollment had
decreased Actually. I thought that the black
population here at JMU had increased this year." —
\nita Pippin
The 19-year-okJ black accounting major from
Adelphi. Md and some other blacks here were
unaware that James Madison University's black
enrollment has dropped this year.
She feels that name recognition may be a problem.
"A reason that many blacks may not come to JMU
may be that they simply have not heard of the school
before.
'
"Also, when they hear that not many blacks attend
this school, they may turn elsewhere, where there are
more blacks." she said.
There was a split reaction among black students
asked if they thought JMU was putting forth a great
deal of effort in recruiting blacks.

"I don't think Madison has gone out of its way to get
blacks to come here," said Tony Terry, a 20-year-old
black communication arts major from Newport
News. "I had never heard of Madison when I was in
high school. A friend of mine told me about JMU."
Tony Jones, a 20-year-old Mack communication
arts major from Charlottesville. believes that
Forrest Parker. JMU's minority recruiter, will help
increase the black population at JMU.
"Parker's enthusiasm will make a big difference
with this year's recruiting," Jones said.
Jones is not so optimistic about the policies of the
Reagan administration.
"Reagan's budget cuts have kept a number of
black students from returning already," Jones said.
Diane Burrell, a 20-year-old black computer
science major, has similar feelings about the Reagan
See UNAWARE, page 8

r Campus kill
Motive, contract,
and weapon add up to hit
By TERRI JONES
*»
Slowly, he squeezed into the
corner behind the door. He was
certain he would make the hit this
time. He had been stalking her for
two-and-a-half weeks.
Pressing his ear to the door, he
could hear talking and laughing and
thelfcound of coins sliding into a
vending slot.
His heart beat faster as he heard
footsteps approach.
He fit his eye into the crack of the
door. No. it was not her. l
He checked his watch: 12:55 a.m.
He could no longer hear voices, only
the low grind of d washing machine.
He picked up his gun and
positioned his finger on the trigger.
Slowly, he edged out from behind
the floor.
Perspiration formed in tiny beads
on his forehead. She was sitting
directly in front of him, alone.
He raised the gun and, holding his
breath, pulled the trigger. The hit
was made.
NO. THIS IS NOT a scene from an
old gangster movie.
The place is James' Madison
University. The murder weapon is a
squirt gun. And the motive for
murder is winning the Assassination
Game.
'
Known as Kill. Assassin and the
Assassination Game, this popular
sport is sweeping the nation's
colleges. Last year, it hit the JMU
campus and since then has been

played by organizations, residence
halls and a fraternity here.
The general rules of the game are
not difficult. But the strategy and
forethought involved are enough to
leave the assassin frustrated and the
victim paranoid.
Persons interested in playing the
game must fill out a dossier, a
detailed information form on one's
self. The dossier includes a student's
room number, hobbies, favorite
foods,
favorite
music,
most ,
frequented dining hall and other
"hang-outs." It also includes the
person's complete class schedule
and any working hours.
The dossier is handed over to
another student in the same dorm or
fraternity, who becomes the
assassin., The victim receives a
contract of another person so that he
also becomes an assassin. When a
hit is made, the killer takes over his
victim's hit or hits.
' There are certain situations in
which a victim may not be shot.
These include when he is in his
room, in the library, on the job. or
with someone else. All other areas
are open territory.
THE MURDER WEAPON is a
water pistol so all victims must be
within a two-feet range to make a
successful hit.
Generally, a time limit is placed
on the game. Otherwise it might last
See \SS\SSIN. page 7
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The weekend ended with a rainy Sunday. Tuesday will be mild, with temperatures
in the upper (His to mid-70s and a 50 percent chance of rain.
More study space and an
I Ml' lost to Hampton
Institute 17 15 Saturday by
electronic security system
:l m ssw
are part of the library
fCCfIA
'
' r'eW *<■«'• **»**
lOOLiC. Spoils, page i:t.
addition. See stories, page X
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Fraternity-sponsored calendar
creates little controversy here
Hv Mil IIOWMtll
Nine
James
Madison
University
coeds
are
presently featured in the 1981«2 Pi Kappa Phi fraternity
calendar. But unlike a similar
calendar recently banned
from the Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University
Bookstore, the fraternity
Calendar has created little if
any controversy.
'"'It's something to get our
name out." said Pi Kappa Phi
member Mike Evans. Evans
was
producer
and
photographer
for
the
fraternity
project
The
fraternity's main motive for
creating the calendar was
publicity, he saidThe photos were "tastefully
posed." Evans said, adding
the pictures showed the
women in sundresses or
shorts.
"We don't need to show
nudes." he explained. "Just
simple pictures of goodlooking frirls."
None of the women were
paid for posing. Evans said.
But all had to sign model
release forms giving Pi Kappa
Phi publishing rights of the
photos.
He rioted moat of the women
pictured in the calendar are.
either Pi Kappa Phi Little
Sisters or personal friends.
TIIF FRATERNITY got the
idea of making a calendar
featuring JMU women from
calendars made at other

schools. Evans said. To hfs
knowledge, this is the first
time such* calendar has been
produced at JMU.
"We put in girls to recruit
guys (for the fraternity..*'
Evans said
"It's not a glamour thing."
he added "It wasn't done to
make money."
Evans said Pi Kappa Phi
started the project last spring
and sold advertising to local
businesses to pay expenses.
The ads paid for the approximate $750 cost of printing the black and white
calendar and also provided a
profit of about $125. Evans
said
JMU senior Linda Haislip
said she was flattered that
Evans asked her to pose.
Haislip said she has
received
some
friendly
teasing about the calendar
and a fair amount of campus
recognition. Haislip is a little
sister for Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity.
"I'll be in D-hall or
somewhere and I'll 'hear
someone say. 'There's September!'." Haislip said. She
added she has received only
positive comments about the
project and doesn't regret
doing it.
Nancy Rush, featured as the
February model, said she was
"just a little camera shy" but
would also pose again if
asked.
"It was fun doing it." Rush
said. But she added. "I didn't

know it was going to be one
girl for every month."
Rush, an Alpha Chi Rho
Little Sister.-said she also has
been teased good-naturedly
and has been recognized in
public
"People come up to me all
the time and say. 'Oh. you're
Nancy Rush'," she said
NFITIIFR OF TIIF women
knew of the calendar-banning
incident at VPI about two
weeks ago.
"The Girls of Virginia
Tech." a color calendar
pioneered by student Keith
Moler. was removed from
VPI's bookstore after some
female students, there complained about it. according to
VPI Bookstore Manager
Henry Pittard.
"It's not a pinup calendar."
Pittard
said.
"Nothing's
exposed."
But a (group Of mostly
female
students
began
"raising holy hell" about the
"sexism" of the calendar,
which .showed some models
with unbuttoned blouses or
sitting on beds, he said.
The calendar had been put
on' sale in the bookstore on a
consignment basis. After five
days and a total sale of
slightly over 100 calendars
"we pulled it out of the store"
to avoid further controversy,
he said.
"It wasn't worth our time
fooling with it." he said. The
bookstore only makes a 20

19811982
Vi Kappa tPhi
**&'

james madisoti university
\ PI K \PP \ PHI fraternity calendar featuring JMU coeds has
caused litlle controversy.
"It (the issue) got blown
percent profit on student
consignment items, he said, way out of proportion." Pitadding this percentage is tard said.
substantially less than their
Since the bookstore bannned.
average retail profit margin.
the
calendar Moler has
Pittard made the decision to
discontinue sale of the marketed his product at local
calendar, he said. He noted Blacksburg stores.
"I think he'll do all right."
the calendar did not display
the official school seal or logo. Pittard said.
At JMU about 2500 calendars
were printed. Evans
PITTXRO
SAID
THE
calendar's content was "not said Most of the calendars
objectionable at all." in his were given to male freshmen
during registration.
opinion.

Correction
The computer security
system as described in
the Oct. 14 issue of The
Breeze did not relate to
the
new
computer
registration
system.
Instead it described
security measures in.
the computer room in
Harrison . Hall. The
Breeze regrets the
error.
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At $50 off,

Schwinn Le Tour light weights
are going logo even faster.
Don't blink, or you might miss our LeTour and
Super LeTour, racing by.
They're going to go fast at Schwinn dealers, too.
Because from now until December 28th, you can
save $50 on these precision machines.
And even when you buy a Schwinn for less,
your Schwinn dealer still gives you more. Including
complete assembly, adjustment, a free 30-day
tune-up, and a No-Time-Limit ^M^ Warranty

Breeze
personals

that's part of Schwinn's 5-Point Protection Plan.
But don't wait to cash in on this $50 savings.
Otherwise, these quality bikes might pass
you by. Again.
"Sch*inn * ill replace any defective part Nntime limn N,,
charge - e xcept #«tr dealer labor aftrr 30 day* or attri .-* year in
caw of detective Cramp See viHir yh.mn riralrr for drlaiN

are the
next
best
thing
to

Set- the U-Tnur and Super I.eTujr at these- Schwinn dealers and ask about Christmas layaways.

454-5151

being
there
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MARK'S BIKE SHC

1014 S COLltOt AVI HAtMSONtUHO. VA
C 1981 Schwinn Sales Inc Offer valid while supplier last at participating Schwinn dealers
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Audiovisal areas expanded

Library addition to increase study areas
By TAMMY SCARTON

The biggest advantages to
the new Madison Memorial
Library addition are increased audiovisual area and
study space, according to Dr.
Mary Haban. dean of libraries
and learning resources.
"We will have more room
for
audiovisual
and
macroform equipment." she
said. "A professor will now
be able to put tapes on reserve
for a student just like he can
books."
Study areas will be greatly
expanded in both the new and
original sections, she noted.
The new section wil 1 have
several small study rooms
where groups can go to talk
about a project without
disturbing other students,' she
added
The new addition will expand the library from 50,000 to
67.oon square feet, Haban
said. "We had been operating
at about 42 percent of the
space a university of this size
should have," she noted. The
- library, which was designed to
hold 175.000 volumes, has been
housing 300.000 volumes. The
new addition will hold 500,000
volumes, she added.
The addition's shelves will
be filled with the present
overflow of books. "It's not so
bad this time of year because
books are being checked out,
but it is awful over the summer," Haban said. "Books are

piled up on the floors and
window sills, wherever we can
put them.
"We have never held back
buying books because of the
space problem." Haban said.
The library buys about 10.000
bond volumes, 12.000 volumeequivalent macroforms and
14.000 government documents
each year, according to
Haban.

THE LIBRARY is allocated
about $35,000 to $40,000 a year
for books, she said, adding the
funds are not "much considering the price of books and
inflation."
The Library Committee.
Construction Advisory
Committee, Library Staff
Space Planning Committee
and the library building
consultant met and decided on
the form and layout of both the
new addition and the original
structure. The committees
studied other libraries and
met with architects to design
a plan best utilizing available
space. Haban said.
Moving into the new addition "might be a little
disruptive at first, but it
shouldn't be too bad." she
said.
"We know exactly
where everything should go."
The reference room and
information and checkout
desks will be moved into the
new section. Haban said.
Several small faculty studies

Phot* by Vo Naaaya

Till-" I.IKRARY ADDITION will
feet.
will be available there as well
as a large faculty study, she
added.
The basement of the hew
addition will hold macroform
equipment and a large
preview room which can be

Student shot in apartment
now in guarded condition
By JEFF C.AMMAGF
A James Madison University student shot
in the head during an apparent murder attempt in her apartment last Monday evening
now is in guarded condition.
Doris Ann Craig. a 23-year-old nursing
student here, had been in critical condition
for the week following the shooting.
Craig remains in the intensive care unit at
University Hospital in Charlottes ville.
"Obviously she's doing better, but she's still
sort of critical." a hospital spokesman said.
Craig was wounded about 6:30 p.m. Monday, apparently by her former boyfriend,
Steven Craig Frick. according to Harrisonburg police. Frick then apparently turned the
gun on himself, police said. Craig was shot in
the left temple, while Frick shot himself in
the right temple, according to Mike
Dickerson, first person to reach the victims
after the shooting. Dickerson is the apartment maintenance supervisor for Park
Apartments.
Frick died at_ 11:40 p.m. Monday at
University Hospital of a gunshot wound to the
head, according to a spokesman there.
Dickerson said Craig's parents and
roommate told him Craig has undergone
successful surgery to remove bullet
fragments from her forehead and to repair
damage done by the bullet. Craig's parents
have been kept informed of their daughter's
progress by hospital personel, Dickerson
said.
The bullet missed the brain but remains
lodged in Craig's head. Dickerson said
Craig's parents told him. The bullet will not
be removed, he said.
Craig also has a blood clot in her head
which has caused paralysis of her right side.
Dickerson said. A recent brain scan showed
the clot is dissolving on its own, Dickerson
said, adding that Craig seems to be regaining
some movement of her right side.
Dickerson said Craig's mother saw her
daughter's right big toe move, and a nurse
also thought she saw Crajg's right arm move.

Craig is breathing with the aid of a
respirator. Dickerson said.
Police said the shootings appeared to be an
attempted murder-suicide, and that both
Craig and Frick were shot once in the head
with a small caliber automatic pistol.
Harrisonburg police Detective Danny
Clayton, in charge of the investigation, said
police have not spoken with Craig about the
shooting. "We can't speak with her while
she's in intensive care." Clayton said.
Clayton said no official ruling has been
made on Frick's death or on the shooting of
Craig. He said a ruling on Frick's death would
not be made for some time.
^^^
Frick had not been seeing Craig for some
time. Clayton said.
The shootings occurred at 232-B Rocco
Drive of the Park Apartments complex, just
south of Roth Theatres.
Police do not knbw""'who owns the gun used
in the shootings, or how it came to Frick, he
added.
Clayton said he could not comment on
reports that Frick had been treated in the
psychiatric ward of Rockingham Memorial
Hospital last summer. "We can't get injto
that." he said.

increase the site of the building from SO.IMMI to S7.ono square
partitioned
into
several
smaller viewing rooms.
Nielsen Construction Co. of
Harrisonburg is in charge of
renovating
the
original
structure, Haban said. "The
reference room will be turned
into a technical service area
and acquisition offices." she
added. "The four small offices in the basement will be
remodeled into a graduate
study area."
The reserved book room will
become a student lounge with

several vending machines,
she noted. A small study area
adjacent to the lounge will be
for students who wish to
smoke and eat while studying,
but not socialize, she said.
THE CURRENT. LAW
library will be moved into a
slightly larger room in the
new section.
A smoking
lounge will be made from the
old room, she noted.
See LIBRARY, page 6
1

Detection system
to decrease thefts

By JEFF RILYEU
An electronic book detection system will be installed in the new
addition to Madison Memorial Library to decrease theft of library
materials.
In recent years the theft problem has grown "to where we need
a detection system," according to Dr. Mary Haban, dean of
libraries and learning resources.
Electronic detection systems usually involve placing a metal
. stamp inside the book, which trigger an alarm when the book is
taken through a check point.
Dr. Haban said student "checkers" seated at the library exit
were "helpful" in stopping people who simply forgot to check out
books. But she added, "A person intentionally trying to steal can
find a way around the checkpoint." The checkers ask people to
open bags or parcels for inspection before leaving the library.
Library Aide Sarah Snapp said in three years of checking she
has not caught anyone stealing books. But she noted, "Somehow
books are getting stolen."
Library officials are hopeful the electronic system will substantially curb these thefts.
Haban said the honor system is important concerning this type
of problem. "If students have a strong honor code feeling" and a
"strong feeling for the importance of the library, then theft is not
as big a problem." she said.
Haban said she could not discuss the cost of the system while it
remains out on state bid. She added electronic security systems
usually pay for themselves in two to three years through a lower
By IEFF C.AMMAGF.
rate of library material loss.
A former James Madison University
Several other Virginia schools have also installed electronic
student was killed Friday when his car was
detector
systems.
struck broadside by an ambulance carrying a
Charles Frieden. head of circulation at the University of
patient from another accident to Rockingham
Virginia, said since the electronic system was installed in 1978
Memorial Hospital.
"losses have been reduced substantially."
Steve Snyder. a 1979 graduate, was dead on
Although unable to place a value on the entire library collecarrival at Rockingham Memorial Hospital, a
tion,
Frieden compared the 310 volumes lost from U.VA.'s
spokesman there said. Snyder was brought in
educational library during 1975-77 to the 41 volumes lost between
to the hospital shortly after 6:00 p.m., the
1979-81.
spokesman added.
Frieden said loss of periodicals has ceased completely since the
The ambulance was headed south on High
system was installed.
Street and crashed into Snyder's car at the
Pam Levy, head of circulation at George Mason University,
West Market Street intersection. Snyder was
said that with the help of the electronic system there, "I have
westbound when the collision occurred.
/"*~ eaugh+peoptethat would have walked out with books."

Man killed
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Escort services here
abused by students
having to escort women home
By STKPIIFN AI.I.FN
from men's dorms.
The campus escort service
Sam Bready. a member of
"is a valuable service, but it is
AXP.
said "it is ridiculous to
also being abused because
have
to
go to Ashby Hall and
people are using it as a taxi
take
a
girl
home."
sevice" according to Alan
MacNutt, director of campus
IUT SKfTRlTY and the
security.
fraternities
do agree that
Alpha Chi Rho and Tau
regardless
of
the service's
Kappa Epsilon joined the
pitfalls,
it
is
a
worthwhile
James Madison University
program.
security last spring in
Dave Chipman. president of
providing an escort service
Inter-Fraternity
Counsel and
for women. The program
vice
president
of
TKE, plans
came about after a rash of
on
continuing
the
sevice.
attacks on female students.
"Most
girls
have
been really
MacNutt said women are
pleased
with
the
service
abusing the system.
because they felt before it was
"We're screening people's
unsafe to walk across camcalls to see if they really need
pus." Chipman said."
it." MacNutt said. He added
Paige Watson, a student
security is not here to
who
has used the service four
"provide transportation from
times,
agreed that "for
one party to another, or to
safety." the escort service "is
make a pizza run."
Instead he said the escort .it"
In addition to campus
service was for taking women
to their residence halls from .'security. AXP runs the serthe library or other women's vice from 10 p.m. to midnight
Sunday through Thursday,
dorms.
MacNutt said "last weekend and TKE from 10 p.m. to 2
we got several calls from a.m. Friday and Saturday.
The average number of
women in Gifford Hall betcalls
to campus security
ween 2 and 5 a.m.
ranges
from 3 to 20 or more a
"One girl called at 4:56 from
night.
MacNutt said. The
Gifford Hall for a ride back to
her dormitory." MacNutt fraternities average about the
said. "We wouldn't be needed same amount of calls when on
if boys had the courtesy- to duty.
The service began'last year
walk them back to their
after a suggestion from the
dorms."
There are nights when all Student Government
the cadets do is escort women, Association.
MacNutt said he wished
MacNutt said
Members of AXP and TKE more fraternities were inalso expressed anger at volved in the escort service.

Students journey
to visit prisoners
Rv MSA DANIELS
EachSatufday evening, a few dozen James Madison University
students take a trip to visit friends. Not friends at William and
Mary or Radford. but friends at the Harrisonburg Correctional
Unit Number Eight
For one hour each week, the students and prisoners cnverse,
joke and play cards. They communicate not as prisoner to
freeman, but as person to person.
The Harrisonburg Correctional facility, a state institution, is
located just outside of Lihville. Virginia. The camp is exclusively
for medium security inmates, age 15 to 21, who wish to earn their
Graduate Equivalency Diplomas.
JMU students who participate in the visits are members of the
Catholic Campus Ministry. The program is seven years old,
according to CCM staff member Ehren Green.
The ministry has been growing since its existence, although the
personnel involved has changed slightly. During the initial visits,
more men than women participated in the service. But at present
only a fraction of the regular visitors are males.
IN XDHITION to card games and conversation, other dimensions
have been added to the weekly visits. Participants play charades,
hold seasonal parties, and last year, the prisoners themselves
hosted a talent show.
"They devoted a lot to it, they put in a lot of time," Green said.
"There were dancers and songs, and a group of guys put on a
play. All the prisoners gave each other support." she said. "It was
really inspiring "
Occasionally, the prisoners and visitors become more than just
acquaintances, but prison*officials do not allow inmates and
students to communicate outside of their weekly visits, according
to ?.
"We don't want the guys falling in love." explained Edward St
Angelo. the institute's director of treatment and counseling. "We
like to keep it as impersonal as possible."
A few years ago, a riot at the facility ceased the ministry's
visits for'several weeks. "We couldn't go out (to see the
prisoners> until the tension let up," said Green.
Precautions have been taken for the safety of the visitors.
Several security guards and officers are stationed in the visiting
area at all times
" Feedback from prisoners concerning CCM visits has "been
positive so far." according to St. Angelo. But sometimes the
See PRISONERS, page 6
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\ MOCK WFDOINC. was held Thursday at a
party in Shank apartments. Here the happy
hiid<- and «ioom are -married" by ••minister"

Ww Sannders. Robin Risley is the bride,
while Kathy Comfnrd and Wendy Oden also
I*** P«rl

LUIGI'S PIZZERIA
SPECIALS
S. Main Luigi's only 433'1101
WEDNESDAYnight ONLY
5-9 pm or until we run out
Ml the spaghetti, salad, garlic bread
you can eat for $3.49
\Buy any size pizza with a minimum of one topping we will \
\&ive you the next topping free
effective Mon-Thur 5-9 expires Oct 31
present coupon to cashier
variety of subs for a special price 11-2 Mon-Fri
LARGE SOFT DRINK OR SMALL.15
11-5 Sat & Sun expires Nov. 16\

L

Luigi's New
Happy Hour
4-8 Mon-Thur
1-5 Sat-Sun

Small cheese pizza $1.25
Extra topping .45

By Popular Demand
HAPPY HOUR
on Friday 2:30-5
Campus delivery service
med flf» large pizzs only
Delivery Every Hour
variety of subs & heroes
6-11 Mon-Thur

Pizza slices .60
Extra topping .20
Mon-Thur 11-5 Fri 11-2

.50 delivery charge whether you order
1 or 10 pizzas
Special offer till end of semester
no delivery charge at 6,7,8 pm

nmiwpmww
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Foremost professorunknown to students
lt\ \N\ KICIIXItDKON'
Described as a "fascinating
intellectual"
and
"architectural genius" by his
colleagues, one of James
Madison I'nviersity's
foremost professors will never
h{» recognized by most
students because he teaches in
London
An
instructor of architecture under the semester
in London program. Dr.
Alexander Armstrong has
been employed by JMU for
nearly two years.
Armstrong trained at. the
Bauhaus.
the
renowned
German School of design, and
was influenced by the , institute's founder. Walter
Gropius
Armstrong's
interests
extend beyond architecture
into psychology. He received
his doctorate degree from the
University of Berlin. While
there, he attended a seminar
under the late Wilhelm Reich,
the
famous
Austrian
psychoanalyst who came
close to winning the Nobel
Peace Prize during the 1930s.
Another dimension of Armstrong's talents extends into
the art of filmmaking. Using
his lighting skills, he assisted
Fritz Lang, one of the world's
leading directors, in the film
classic. "Metropolis".
At 74. Armstrong has

ncmevwr much during his
lifetime. Rut the shaping of his
oast contributes to the
fascination that surrounds
him

lM)lt\
M-xit Dresden,
Germany, under a different
name. Armstrong finished his
threcyear study with the
Bauhaus at the same time
Hitler came into power in
1933
Becuase of previous communistic activity. "I became
a refugee during the Hitler
regime." he said. "I had to
hide and change my address
every third day. and I
changed my name about 25
times"
Tn a three-month period.
Armstrong was searched and
interviewed by the Gestapo
nearly 23 times. The raids
were routinely done at 4 a.m.,
he said
During Hitler's rise to
power.
Armstrong
disassociated himself from
the communist party and
became a member of the
underground. This anti-Nazi
group eventually planned his
successful
escape
from
Germany into Denmark,
which coincided with the
outbreak of World War II.
"I was due for military
service (in Germany> and I
was later condemned for

Mwto by Tem Lilian

l>R. XI.EXXNDF.R ARMSTRONG escaped from Germany to Denmark as Hitler came to
power.
death a$ a traitor," he said.
English skills at the time he
During military service in
Armstrong's wife, being a
entered England as "very
England. Armstrong gained
German Jew. was able to
poor."
British citizenship by pledging
escape before the war.
an oath to the King of
Arriving in London in 1939,
TODAY. ARMSTRONG is
England, at which time he
Armstrong was" labeled a
able to speak both English and
also, changed his name per"friendly enemy, alien" until
German fluently but retains a
manently
for
security
he joined the British army-a
small amount of German in
year later. He described his
See ARMSTRONG, page 6
his otherwise British accent.
«M
.*■■

QQAIPIKf ©MB
ALL LP'S ON SALE
ALBUMS REG. 6.99 -NOW 5.99

\»w&wsi m :WM*ww>
DON'T MISS IT
Blue Mountain Records
178 S. Mason Street
433-2136
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Bedtime service
ottered by sorority
Itv TKRRI JONKS
'
„ .
r
The sistenrofZeta Tau Alpha are currently offering a $1 tuctun
service?
From 10 to 12 pm.. Monday through Thursday, the girls provide
2fl mintues of lullabies, bed-time stories and help with prayers to
those on-campus residents who have reserved their service,
according to Norma LaRocque. c<M:hairman of the ZTA tuck-in
Three girls, outfitted with complete tuck-in gear: pajamas
slippers, teddy bears and bed-time story books, attend each
reservation, she added.
Girlfriends, suitmates. and roommates primarily request the
service for other students as a joke, a birthday present or just
entertainment. LaRocque said. On one birthday tuck-m the
friends who made the reservation also purchased a bottle of
champagne for the occasion, she noted "The guys really get into

$

Though the majority of tuck-in customers are male. ZTA also
provides the seervice to female students. LaRocque said ZTA
once "tucked in three girls in one room!'
LaRocque credited the tuck-in idea to previously established
ZTA tuck-in services at Radford University and Pennsylvania
State Universtiy
HIRING TIIF time the service has existed at James Madison
University, business has increased rapidly. The first week, only
four tuck-in services were rendered. ^aRocque noted. But some
weeks, thev average four per night.
Each sister is required to do «ne tuck-in every two weeks.
Though some sisters are initially^ little hesitant about a tuck-m,
shehoted that "once they go on^fte. they really enjoy it."
"We want the tuck-in serviette be on the up and up and just to
be fun." she said, adding that if the sorority has any major
problems with any of their customers, they will discontinue the
project So far. the only problems they have encountered are
"guys asking 'if you get 20 minutes of bed-time stories for $1, what
do vou get for $10?'"
If business remains steady, ZTA will continue the service
throughout the year. LaRocque said.

* Prisoners

(Continued from page 4) .
prisoners question the volunteers' visits.
"They ask us why we come." said Lisa Lorusso. head of the
prison ministry. "It is hard for them to understand why anyone
would want to visit them We explain that we are galled
'Christians to serve.' "
STCHFNTS PARTICIPATING in the prison ministry have
gained respect from other church members, including campus
Priest Bill LaFradda.

* Armstrong—
(Continued from page 5)
reasons, he said.
After the war. Armstrong
applied his architectural
expertise to the destroyed
buildings of London. He
played such a key role in the
renovation that his work can
be .seen throughout the city
today
This is Armstrong's first
visit to JMU. He expressed his

approval of the Madison
Memorial Library addition
because "it is so well done."
He added. "This is a very good
modern
addition
to
a
traditional building." He
added. "I wish they had done
it so well at St. • Lawrence
University." in New York,
where he teaches under their
study in London program as
well

*library
(Continued from page 3)
There are no immediate
plans to expand the number of
books in the law library or to
develop a medical library.
"The only reason the law
books are kept in a special
room is because they belong to
the County Bar Association,
not James Madison University." Haban said. Medical
books are shelved just like any
other type of book, she added.
Additional part-time help
will be hired at the end of the
semester. Haban said. A letter
requesting the addition of
several full-time positions has
been sent to the state.
The housekeeping staff has
also asked to be increased
because of the additional area
to ba <•'-- ^^-added.

Although the number of
books will continue to rise,
Haban does not foresee any
additional library expansion.
If needed, a third floor can
be added to the new section
which was built with an extra
strong foundation, she added.
"That was added as a safety
valve, in case JMU ever expands again in the future the
way it has in the past ten
years."
The addition should be
completed and fully operable
by April. Haban said.
The outside structure should
be completed by December
and furniture and shelves
should arrive by January, she
said
"The section might
possibly be open by February,
but April is the latest." she
-added

'/FT\ T\l* VIPIIA members perform a tuck In.

Let's go

Pholo t>v Tom Liqhton

Krogering
for the best of everything
including the price?
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Get a hand on
extra cash
Try a classified
in

THE BREEZE

i

Student Grievance Committees formed,
complaints and recommendations heard
l»\ I.1SX DWIKI.S
To avoid the problem of
"bad teaching." Student
Grievance Committees are
now being formed under the
authority of each department.
"The committee hears
grievances and potential
grievances, examines all
material related to the issue,
and makes recommendations
to the department head."
according to the James
Madison University handbook
Each committee is made up

of selected students and
faculty members within the
department. The students act
as a voice for any student's
grievance
pertaining
to
classes
or
instruction
procedures If a student has a
grievance he takes it to the
student committee member of
that department who in turn
reports it as an anonymous
grievance., The group then
discusses the situation, and if
it cannot be resolved, submits
it to the Academic Dean.
"The student may complain

Grand Opening Specials
Tues. Thru Sat. Oct. 27-31!

»l"»,N«ll««Hl IW1

recruiting student committee
members.
"Other than just selecting
History majors, we thought
we'd give all . (history)
students a chance." said Dr.
Raymond Dingledine. history
department head. He said
students could sign up for
consideration on forms circulated in history classes.
But Psychology students
can not serve until they are
nominated by a member of the
Psychology faculty.
Other departments have
different methods for joining
their grievance committees.
OIVIIOTHl
AMERICAN
CANCWSdCKTY.

*

* Assassin

HAIRSTYLING

Elaine Shehk

to the committee about his
instructor's mannerisms or
the way he teaches," said Dr.
Lacy Daniel.'Dean of students.
But students can not "complain about grades." Daniel
added Conflicts regarding
grades are to be taken up with
the
individual
teachers.
Daniel said.
The Student Grievance
Committees were the result of
an idea by JMU President
Ronald Carrier. Carrier felt
the committees would provide
feedback from students to
teachers and department
heads.
While each department
follows a standard policy in
operating procedures, each
has their own way of

Cheryl Senger

All Perms 25% Off
Shampoo, Haircut, 8> Blow^Dry $7.00
All Retail Items 25% Off
Register For Free
Drop In For Free
Door Prizes Including
Coffee and Donuts
A Turbo Bow Drpr JL Friday And Saturday
'
CALL>33~8600*
PRODUCTS SOLD EXCLUSIVELY IN
PROFESSIONAL BEAUTY GALONS.
THE WAY TO JCHIEVE BEAUTIFUL,
MORE HEALTHY LOOKING HAIR.

(Continued from page 1)
for several months waiting for
a sole survivor. Some
assassination games require
the victim to fall when killed
and a referee to chalk the
murder spot.
Hoffman Hall, which now is
playing the game down to the
last victim, does not require
assassinated students to fall
or be chalked. "The fall is
optional."
said
Doug
Schneebeck. Hoffman Hall
head resident, "but you can be
as dramatic as you want."
Hoffman has three survivors and started its game
three to four weeks ago, according
to
Jennifer
Witherington, hall council,
president there.
According to Converse Hall
Head Resident Kat Sims, who
played the game last year
with Sigma Phi Epsilon

fraternity and who now is
helping coordinate the game
at Converse, assassins must
report a hit to a predesignated
neutral official. The official
keeps a record of who has
been killed and who is still
alive as well as the current
assassin and victim assignments-:
Converse is considering
dividing the dorm's wings into
countries. While in her
country, a victim would be
safe fom assassination.
A victim learns never to be
or do anything alone, Sims
said. "You always have
someone there to walk you to
and from classes." she said.
The dining hall is the most
dangerous
territory
on
campus. Sims noted. When
someone gets up for a drink,
he is setting himself up as an
easy target for his assassin.

WILCO
$f Virginia

THATCHER'S

Located in the Vaiey Mall, Harrisonburg

Featuring a unique American Pub Atmosphere
Draft Beet Available & House Specialtiei
including
SEAFOOD CHOWDER Made on Premises
PRIME RIB Friday & Saturday Night
BROILED COD
NORTH ATLANTIC CRAB. STEAK & CRAB
LOBSTER PIE, CRAB PIE
SIRLOIN STEAK Cut on Premises
Oar Place is Unique. Our Menu is Unique.
And our Food m the Way it it Supposed to Be
OPEN MON-SAT 11:30 .am til
OUR BACK DOOR ENTRANCE IS LOCATED BY THE
REAR MALL FOR AFTER MALL HOUR ENTERING

GAS PRICES
Reg
1.20.9
Unleaded
1.27.9
Milk gallon 1.89
2 liter drink 1.19
Cigarettes
.52
per pack
Anti-Freeze 4.52
gallon
BEER SPECIALS
Old Mil 12 oz Bottles 199
Budweiser 12 oz Bottles 2.09

1437 South Main St
434-1891

y

\
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Affirmative action
here lacks statistics

Good

HORIZON SURE TAN
PRESENTS:

Hv JAMES DFNFRV
James Madison University is among 31 state-supported schools
not in full compliance with Virginia affirmative acjjon programs,
according to a recently released report.
JMU is in compliance with the majority of affirmative action
policies, according to the 1981 Annual Assessment (employment)
which reports on JMU's compliance with section III of the
Virginia Plan. The plan was devised in 1978 after the Carter administration threatened to withhold $100 million in federal aid if
the state did not desegregate all of its state-supported institutions.
JMU would be in full compliance with the plan except has insufficient statistics on the race and sex of applicants for faculty
and staff jobs
.
According to Dr. John Mundy. vice president of administrative
affairs. JMU sends forms to job applicants requesting race and
sex information. Completion of the form is voluntary.
The forms often are not returned, Mundy said. In one particular
category of last year's questionnaire, almost 40 percent of the
applicants did not respond, he said.
"Many people simply will not return them," Mundy said. I
don't know how you can force people to send something back."
Mundy said he hopes that including a self-addressed envelope
with the questionnaires will encourage more applicants to
respond.
Another problem here has been a lack of black applicants for
jobs. Mundy noted.
"If you don't get any black applications, you can t hire any
blacks," he said. But Mundy added that "there are special efforts
made to attract black applicants."
He said JMU recruiters are sent to predominantly black institutions and to schools that have a large number of black doctoral candidates.
The report said four blacks were among the 56 people hired for
faculty level positions, bringing the number of black faculty level
positions up to seven. Applying for these positions were 68 blacks
and 1.251 whites, according to the report.
The report stated that JMU also hired or promoted 159 people
for staff level positions here last year, three of whom were black. I
There had been 39 black applicants and 1,958 white applicants,
according to the report..
'
-.
JMU has until Nov. 10 to respond to the Virginia Off ice of Equal
Employment Opportunity with plans to improve its affirmative
action standing by next year.

,

'HORIZQNOMICS
Efficiency +5 0%
(MORE

A similar event is planned
for the spring semester. A
basketball game may be used

(MMLIUINQ

+ 9 0%^
(NO WAITINQ)

Rates

-5 0%
(BIG SAVINGS)

Investment g2O.OOI
Return
1

■«!

A

GREAT FEELING,

ADMIRING

GLANCES

CALL 434-1812 FOR MORE DETAILS
L-X

1

1J.M.J

-1X.-J-L.
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ENTER NOW! 1982

*

MISS VIRGINIA-USA®:
BEAUTY PAGEANT
*
*
*
You can win lain* and fortune •• Virginia's *
representative In the nationally televised Mlaa USA
Pageant. Tha saofc*" *-»* MU^flcalnla l» on. The finals
and live, statewide telecast will be March 11-13, from
Kings Dominion. If you're single and between the
*
ages of 17-24 as of May 1,1982, you may qualify. For
FREE entry information, send name, address, ago *
and telephone to: Mias Virginia-USA, 1220 East-West
Highway, Suite 101, Silver Spring, Md. 20910.
Telephone: 301-589-0505.
■

TELECAST FROM KINGS DOMINION
NO TALENT COMPETITION

in the same manner as the
football game. Parker noted.
Parker is optimistic that
black enrollment will increase
next year.
It is important that white
students support minority
recruiting attempts. Parker
said. An influx of black
students will' create a
diversity essential for a wellrounded education, he said.

Pam Hutchens
*

Miss Virginia-USA

*******•**********•***********"

if Unaware
< Continued from page 1)
administration.
"I feel that with Reagan
politics, very little will be
done, federally, to correct the
problem." Burrell said.
The social environment is
considered a major problem
by admissions in recruiting
blacks. Many of the students
agreed.
"Other than on campus,
there is little or no social life

TAN THAN BEFORE)

Capacity

• Students
(Continued from page 1)
JMU) in the students that can
be passed on to other students
when they get back to school."
Parker said. "Word of mouth
is the best tool JMU has." He
also praised the campus
groups for their enthusiasm.

News

r**

in the city of Harrisonburg."
Pippin said.
Burrell said."Social activities among blacks on
campus are initiated and
funded by blacks on campus.
We have to make our own
social life."
In contrast. Robert Fran. ces. a black sophomore music
education major. said."Being
social is a part of life. It's no
different from ahvbody else."

•**l

SUGAR BUSH VALLEY, VT
Largest Ski Resort & Finest Lodging
on the East Coast
JANUARY 3-8
9239 includes...
—
—
—
"•
—
—

Miller Circle
433-1834

Brand New Condominium!- 25 feet from slopes!
Transportation
5% Day 9* lift Ticket
Keg Party
Opportunity to See Yourself Ski on Video TV
Discounts on Rentals & Lessons

FOR RESER VA TIONS or MORE INFORMA TION
CALL LYNN DECKER
434-3749
—LMITEDSPACE

$

with this ad. SKATE fer only 2JOO
SKATES INCLUDED any Thursday
7:30-10:00 ftA
expires t T-fll

SKI

.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

—
ANT THERAPY
Introduction lo Arl Therapy, Art J40
E. will be ottered the second semester.
Dr. Phil J.imci will teach this dais with
•Jayne Holtman, a graduate intern Irom
Vermont College ol Norwich University.
Students in the arts, psychology, special
education, and social work are encouraged to enroll. The class meets MW
1500 1450
and
F
) 500 1550

WESLEY FOUNDATION
The Wednesday night FellowshipBible Study time at 6 30 p.m. Oct. 21 will
feature a program on the meaning ol All
Saints Day at the Student Center on
South
Mason
Street.

The Oiscipliship.Leadership Training
session, led by Rev. John Copenhaver,
will be held 4-7 p.m. Nov.. 2. The study,
on "Baptism and the New Birth", will be
held at the Wesley Foundation Student
Center
at
440
S.
Mason
St.

For individual staff help, attend
"Career Questions," a weekly Career
Planning and Placement service heleM-3
p.m. on Tuesdays. This service is
designed especially for underclassmen
lo discuss choosing a major and other
.career questions.
No appointments
necessary;
llrst-come.
first-served
basis.
i

NEW LIFE SINGERS
The Wesley Foundation New Life
Singers is a Christian contemporary
music group which meets Thursdays at
630 p.m. in Ouke M2M. The group is
directed by Linda J. Farquharson, instructor of music at JMU, and is planninq out-of-town concerts during second
semester. Singers and instrumentalists
are needed? flute, trumpet, percussion,
quitar, string bass, keyboard. For inlormation contact—Karen Waid at 4330214 or Linda J. Farquharson at 433-4*44.

Attend "Writing
Applications for
Teaching Positions." a workshop to- be
held 11 am -12 noon Oct. 21. The session
will discuss answers to questions on
various application forms, when to file,
and how to follow up. Some general do's
and don'ts will also be suggested. Sign
up in advance at the Career Planning;
and
Placement
office.

FAST FOR WORLD HARVEST
There will be a planning meeting for
anyone interested in participating in a
"Fast for World Harvest" at «:30 p.m.
Oct. 27 in the Religious Activities Center
■n Converse Hall. The fast itself will take
place Nov. 1*. For further information,
please contact Rev. John Copenhaver at
the Wesley Foundation at 434-34*0.

Attend our weekly Career Planning
and Placement service of "ResumeCover Letter Reviews," held v 1K30 a.m.
every Thursday. Bring typed resume in
finished
form' for
individual
staff
assistance. No appointments necessary;
first-come,
first-served
basis.

CAREER PLANNING AND
LECTURE
"A One Way Ticket to America," the
story ol one person's escape Irom Naii
Germany and climb to success against
improbable odds, will be the topic of an
address by Dr. Herta Freltag, professor
emeritus Irom Hollins College. The talk
will be presented by Pi Mu Epsilon. Nov.
3
at
4
p.m.
in
Burruss
114.

Attend
"Majors and Careers," a
lecture on choosing a major, identifying
career options and planning for luture
employment, will be held 7-1 p.m. Oct. 27
in Room A. WCC.

•DRACULA'ON WMRA
An audio test of bat's wings, vampire
screams and other macabre sounds
awaits listeners
this season
when
"Oracula" airs on WMRA Oct. 30 at 7:30
p.m. This Halloween special is a classic
thriller produced by the National Radio
Theater of Chicago' and will be neard as
part
of
the
NPR
Playhouse.

Get the kinks out ol your resume by
attending
the workshop,
"Resume
Writing" 1:45-2145 p.m. Oct. 27. Learn
which techniques of resume writing are
successful or-unsuccessful and how to
prepare ah appropriate cover letter. The
purpose, content types, and mechanics
of resumes will be explained. Sign up in
advance at the Career Planning and
Placement office.

PLACEMENT

INTRAMURALS
Swimminq and Diving* Rosters lor
November activities are due 4 p.m. Nov.
1 in Godwin 344.
Racquetball* Sign up by noon Nov. 5
at the Intramural Bulletin Board across
Irom
Godwin
102.
Bowhnq- For December, sign up by
noon Dec. 1 at the Intramural Bulletin
Board
across
from
Godwin
102.

Attend "Finding a Job in Business
Regardless of Your Major," a Career
Planning and Placement presentation
lor any major who is interested in a
business career will be'held 7-1 p.m. Oct.
21 in 101 Miller Auditorium. Entry level
jobs,
work
environments
and
backgrounds employers look for will be
discussed.

DPMA
Pictures will be taken for
Bluestone Oct. 27 at SMS p.m. on
Menanine level, WCC.
A DPMA meetinq will be held
p.m
Oct.
28
in
HX

RING COMMITTEE
The 1484 Ring Committee will meet 7-1
pm Oct. 24 in Room A. WCC. All
students graduating in 1414 are welcome
to attend. The committee will choose the
official ring for the class of 1*M.

the
the
I/.30
B3.

UNIVERSITY'
PROGR4M
B04RD

Attend
Career
Planning
and
Placement's workshop. "Getting Your
Act Together" to be held l'.451.'4S p.m.
Oct. 2?. The first part of this workshop
will cover writing a job objective, filling
out the placement file and effective job
hunting methods. The second part will
focus on the on-campus interview
procedure. Sign up In advance at the
Career Planning and Placement office.

STUDENT RELATIONS COMMITTEE
Student
Relations
Committee
members meet at 7 p.m. on Oct. 24 for
photo session meetinq in the Wine-Price
Research Center
The Student Relations Committee will
meet at 7 p.m. Nov. 2 in Meeting Room
E.
Menanine,
WCC.

. CAMPUS MASSES
Masses on campus are held—4 p.m.
Thursdays. Religious Center. 5 p.m.
Saturdays. Room D WCC. 10 30 a.m.
and 17 noon, Sundays, Ballroom, WCC

-.

FACULTY PIANO RECITAL
JMU
Assistant
professor
Steven
Buchanan will present a piano recital at
I pm
Oct. 21 in Anthony.Seeqer
Auditorium Works by Hayden will be
featured.

JAZZ BAND
The JMU Jan Band will present a
concert , with the Shenandoah Conservatory Jazz Ensemble at 1 p.m. Oct.
34 in Wilson Auditorium Admission is
free.

PHYSICS SERIES

ENGLISH PROFICIENCY TEST

Special
Announcement

The Communication Arts Department's Enqtish Proficiency Test will be
qiven four times before
-registration
ends. The test is a prerequisite for
Comm 211, Newswrifing.The test will be
qiven 3-4 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 3, 3-4 p.m.
Wednesday, Nov. II; 2-3 p.m. Monday,
Nov. 14 and 3-4 p.m Wednesday, Nov.
II All test will be in room 102 WinePrice. Those wishing lo take the test
should siqn up in the Comm. Arts office,
room
123
Wine-Price.

THK RREEZE WILL NOT BE
PUBLISHED NOV. 2.

CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT
A
slide
presentation
on
pharmaceutical
sales
careers
with
Burroughs Wellcome Co. will be given 45 p.m. Oct. 21 in Room C, WCC. A sign-up
sheet will be available for seniors interested in interviews. Additional Information
is
available
in
Career
Planning and Placement. Alumnae 2N.

Escort services are available to
women who need to be out on campus
after dark. To arrange for an escort, call
the TKE office at 74*1. the AXP office at
5447 or 5441 or campus security cadets at
4341 Hours—TKE 11 - 12 p.m.. Friday
throuqh Sunday, AXP - * - 12 p.m.
Sunday through Thursday. IF YOU USE
THESE .SERVICES.
MAKE
SURE
YOUR ESCORT HAS APPROPRIATE
IDENTIFICATION'

ANNOUNCEMENTS
INDICATING EVENTS TO BE
HELD ON THE DAY THE
BREEZE
COMES
OUT
SHOULD BE SENT IN THE
ISSUE PRIOR TO THE
EVENT DUE TO THE FACT
THAT THE BREEZE IS NOT
USUALLY
AVAILABLE
UNTIL AFTER 5 p.m. ON
MONDAYS
AND
THURSDAYS.
All announcements should be typed
double spaced and brought to The
Breeze announcement box
in the
basement of Wine-Price Please specify
in what issue dates the announcement
should, run
The deadline for announcements in the Thursday issue is 5
p.m Monday and for the Monday issue
is 5 p.m. Friday
Announcements will
not be accepted by phone.

UPCOMING
EVENTS
LARRY DANIEL

R
R
R
Y

Youngest 4th Degree Black Belt
in the World
He can Shatter 21 boards .and 12
inches of concrete in 8.2 seconds.

Don't Miss This Exciting
Karate Exhibition!!

R
N
I
E
L

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 28
8:00 pm

FREER

G/S Theatre
Wednesday 12 noon teaser WCC Lobby

'**4t
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GAME TOURNAMENTS
Want to play Backgammon, Billiards,
Bowling. Chess, Darts or Video games.
Siqn up at the info desk to compete
aqamst other JMU students. Winners
advance to the Southern Regional
Tournament at Virginia Tech 11.2s per
person for each event. Play begins Nov
2

The Physics Department presents a
series of filmed lectures by Richard P.
Fpynman The first film. "The Law of
Gravitation, an Example of Physical
Law," will be shown at Tp.m. Oct. 2* in
WeHs
Auditorium,
Miller
Hall

ESCORT SERVICES
PLANETARIUM SCHEDULE
The Wells Planetarium will present
"Pegasus is Back" at 7 and 1 p.m. Oct.
24 in Miller Hall.

BIOLOGY SEMINAR

.I'*."*.

■

The Biology Department will present
a seminar entitled. "Lile Along the
Amazon", Tuesday, Oct. 27 at 4 p.m. The
quest speaker will be Jack M Heading.
assistant professor ol Biology,' James
Madison University. The seminar will be
held in room 14)1, Burruss
Hall.

.C4. % S *»■

* • % 4 ♦ * *,».«.»-».V.*.
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UPB

UPCOMING
EVENTS

UNIVERSITY
PROGRAM

Activities
Unt
l(24-Hour»iD^)J

433-6604

BCURD

™. •£-

CHARLES

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
PROGRAM BOARD
& SKI CLUB PRESENT

RACES

November 11, 1981

^

$15.00
includes transportation, admission
. and dinner
sign Up In UPB Office

SmugglertNotch
\JKJ

JefferaomiUe. Vermont 05464

$ 156.50Includes
jl/IUdr| 2-7
mm lodging in slopeside condominiums
mmskiing on 3 mountains
—special parties
mmlive bands in The Village
Stop by UPB office for further
information

HALLOWEEN WEEKEND MOVIES
ti
October 30, 31
"...EXPLICIT GORE,
7:30, 10:00
October 30, 31
$1.25 w/ID
THE
Midnight
Movie
TEXAS
\

$1.75 guest

CHAINSAtff
caw inriNKioiKiiMfaiMa [6)*s-

$1.00 with ID

G/S Theatre
DON'T
MISS
THIS
jaHorajBigax. THRILLER!!

Ik'. KmMmt (.« • kilfcr.
...«J ttm

"7:30, 10:00~~
THE
FIRST
DEADLY SIN

JMU
Homecoming
Revue
November 4
Wilson Hall
8:00pm Free!!!

October 27, 29

G/S Theatre
$1.25 with ID

The TOONS October 28
8:00 pm WCC Ballroom FREE!
Dance To A Wide Variety of Music
By The TOONS!
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IqSide zArts 6& People
The Robbin Thompson Band

Richmond rocker survives sound problems

r.v MIKI: i\ \\s
The Robbin Thompson Band performed to a
near capacity crowd in Wilson Hall Friday
night. The performance, sponsored by Pi
Kappa Phi Fraternity, marked the first Wilson
concert sponsored by an organization other
than the University Program Board.
The audience sat through a fairly mediocre
set by Arznova. politely clapping whenever
necessary. As The Robbin Thompson Band
took the stage the audience sprang to their feet
in an energetic . reception. Opening with
"Dream on Melinda," Thompson seemed to
have complete control of the crowd.
However, some irritating sound problems
developed and the band was forced to leave the
stage. Thompson was determined to regain
control of the crowd when he stepped back onto
stage playing the familiar introduction to
"Candy Apple Red." and the hall was his the
rest of the night.

Thompson hails from Richmond and has
been playing and singing since he was sixteen.
In 1970-71 he played in the Richmond-based
Steel Mill Band with Bruce Springsteen. Since
those days. Thompson and his band have
played with the likes of Pablo Cruise. Little
Feat. Pat Benatar. and the Rossington Collins
Band
One of the evening's highlights was when the

band played the theme of the Jefferson*'
"Movin' on Up." a gospel-flavored song with
Robbin playing harmonica while the crowd
acted as if .they were a part of an Old Time
Revival.
v
As keyboards player Eric Heilberg finished
his appealing introduction to "tirite Eyes," the
fans rushed the stage.

In the final encore of the evening, the band
played "He's Guilty." which Robbin Thompson said was written by "a friend of ours in
New Jersey," Bruce Springsteen.
The band was definitely enjoying themselves. Thompson slid-across the stage on his
knees reminiscent of Bruce Springsteen live,
while the bass player was busy climbing onto
the amplifiers and jumping onto the stage.
In the future. The Robbin Thompson Band
plans to put out a new album, hopefully next
March. They are having a problem finding a
national recording label. Robbin Thompson's
last album Two B's Please was on Richmond
Records which is a local label with limited
regional distribution.
The band is presently in the process of
negotiating with such labels as RCA and A & M
records, but in the words of Robbin Thompson,
"It's a lot of interest not contracts." In any
case we haven't heard the last from The
Robbin Thompson Band.

Goldo vsky Theater
offers Don Giovanni
Once described by -Life magazine as "the greatest opera ever
written." a full-stage English translation of Wolfgang Mozart's
"Don Giovanni" will be presented by the Goldovsky Grand Opera
Theater at 8 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 27 in Wilson Hall.
The 183 year-old opera will be peformed by a group of 50, including nine principal singers and a full chorus and orchestra,
under the direction of Boris Goldovsky.
Goldovsky's Grand Opera Theater is the national touring
company of the Gojdovsky Opera Institute, Inc., which was
founded in 1946 by Goldovsky in Boston as the New England
Opera Theater. It has since produced more than 35 operas, and its
28 national tours have given performances in more than 400 cities
in 48 states.
THIS PRODUCTION of "Don Giovanni" will be performed in
two acts, using traditional scenery set in 17th century Seville,
Spain.
Tickets for the opera, which is the second offering of the James
Madison University Fine Arts Series, are free for JMU faculty,
staff, and students and are available from the University
v
Program Board.
General admission tickets are $4 and are available from the
UPB. Charles Mathias Inc. and Centerpoint Books.
For more information, contact the dean of the JMU School of
Fine Arts and Communication at 433-6472.

HAUNTS
Tuesday. October 27
-Fusion at the Elbow Room: price unavailable
Wednesday. October2K
-Mary Blakemeier at The Other Place:
-Arznova at J.M.'s: $1.00

$3.00

Friday. October30
-J.D. Crowe at the Elbow Room: 2 shows at $4.00 per
show.
$7.00
all
night.
-Mountain Magic at The Other Place:
$3.00

Photo by Yo Nagaya

UtOVK: Hnhhin Thompson sports appropriate
C.rwk fashion during Friday's Wilson Hall
i

poifnimaneo \BOVK RIGHT: Once more.
with fooling

V«V.V«'.V*V.V.VaW*W//.V

Saturday. October :tl
-Halloween party with Arznova at the Elbow Room:
Price unavailable
-Mountain Magic at The Other Place:

r»».»'Jl ♦';.,,'
»>:t>yty«ytyMrW

2J

yi1,,1;,1,1.1.1,1,',1.'.1.'.'.'.'.'.1.1.1.1.1.'.'.1.1.'.'-1.
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Jan. 3-9,
1982^

The JMU Marketing
Association Presents
DAVE MCDANIEL
from
Miller Distributing
Topics include:
- sales
- sales promotion
-advertising and
a film presentation

llfcjUTTON, CANADA

immmaMmom

- WO It vorttol drop
- t<toumcft#n

Lifts, Lodging and More $129.50
C

BuTat434-6604
Ashley at 4577

f-r

Got a newt tip?
Call the newt
detk at 6127

*« | ™\* JJov. 2nd
Receivp a 10% discount.
HARRIS GARDENS
APARTMENTS

Country atmosphere with
city conveniences. Twobedroom iinartments now
available. Ideally suited
for two roommates. $240
per month, includes all
utilities. One year leases.
Citv bus transportation
toour own bus stop. Call
fBob Rivera at 1344M9.

Wednesday, Oct. 28 at 6:30
WCC Ballroom

TSTIM toilli vsXxllowcai
Ha?/*, *W-. I'*.** everyone m
COStume; applet
bobh'r\<{, £aff/es;
r

ikct 0'U+tc*.J% V**U *C Mon«y to* b**rt «©*vfumc

t>t-lo W. Water St (**»**to.~ Hu.<tc±t) 433-Vila

REPEAT OF A WINNER!

\

SHONEYS
FISH FRY

DINNER

ONLY

INCLUDES:
•Tender fish fillets fried to
perfection with Shoney's
own special seasoning.
•Golden brown French fries,
(or baked potato 5-10 pm)
• Toasted Grecian bread
•Tartar sauce and lemon wedge.
•SHONEY'S ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT BIGGER AND
BETTER SOUP TM SALAD BAR!
THANK YOU FOR COMING TO

SHONEYS
633 East Market

ANNOUNCING CLUB 2FRR Chib 2FER(2~FER)is a unique open buying
organization which permit* you to purchase items In our store at a substantial
dbcount. hers* how it works:
If you buy a pack of cigarettes st our regular price, you will be charged $.08. If
you wort a member Club JFER and purchased 2 packs you would only pay $1.10.
That's 2 for $1.10 and a savings of .20.
For beer purchase* you would buy Isfat packs at our regular low price and men
deduct an additional .30.
Each month an updated price listwiU be svsilsbie inside the store. In addition to
these great discounts you will also be permitted to cash your personal checks for
up to $15 00 and will be invited to stock up on special "Once-s-monthsuper-chibmembers only specials.''
The cost to belong is only $2.00 and only 1000 new member* will be accepted, so
lorn today and start saving. Available only at STOP-IN 2 on Port Road, right next
to the campus.

It—
Snuff
\
Chew
Cigarettes
Soda (16 os)
Soda <12 os can)
Ice (5#)
Ice (10#)

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

for
for
for
for
for
for
for

Regular
.79 en.
.79 ea.

2 fer

Savings of

$1.40

18*

$1.35

23*

.68 ea.

$1.10

26*

.50 ea.

.89

IK

.45 ea.

.85

60

.69 ea.

$1.09

69* .

1.29 ea.

$1.95

63*

.39 ea.

$1.00

56*

.30 ea.

$1.00

20*

.35 ea.

$1.20

20*

434-2282

Apprentice
Shelley
Great Cuts
268 Newman Avenue
Harrisonburg,.VA

Only $5.00

Bic Pens
4 for
Candy
4 for
7 oz. Tropicana 4 for

Super Club Special of the Month
Moosehead Beer
$2.89 a six; you save $1.10!!
Join Now at the Port Road STOP-IN

.-»

Missed field goal costs JMU game
Pirates capitalize on
turnovers, penalties, 17A 5
ITv IFFF M'CKI.KS
Just when it appeared James Madison University had run out of
ways to lose football games they found a new one.
Trailing 17-15 to Division II Hampton Institute with under two
minutes to play. Scott Norwood slipped on a 27-yard field goal
attempt and drilled a line drive into the arms of John Lawson to
end the threat.
On the play. Lawson lateraled the ball to Curtis Green who
returned the ball for a touchdown but the play was called back
because of a penalty.
Still the Dukes could not get the ball back as they fell to 1^ on
the year, tying the record for the worst start in the school's
history.
"Scott must have slipped on the play." JMU coach Challace
McMillin said "They tell me he did but I really wasn't looking at
exactly what happened."
"James Madison is not the best team we've ever played personnel-wise.'' Pirates* coach Ed Wyche said. "But they are the
best team as far as coaching fundamentals are concerned that
we've ever played They've got a great kicker and I would have
played for the three points at the end just like their coach did."
Norwood's missed field goal was not the only thing that kept the
Dukes from the win column.
For the day JMU had nine penalties worth 102 yards including
two major flags on two separate occasions against right guard
, Nick Paulett when the Dukes were driving near the Pirates* 30yard line.
In addition to penalties. JMU committed six turnovers with
three coming inside the Hampton 20-yard line and two of those
coming at the one-yard line.
"We beat JMU because we outplayed them today," Wyche said.
"Say what you want to about turnovers costing a game but there
is such a thing as the defense forcing turnovers and that's what
we did "
JMU's second half drives ended with sequences of fumble, punt,
fumble, touchdown, fumble, interception, and missed field goal.
Norwood's winning effort was set up at the 13:49 mark of the
fourth period when Ron Ziolkowski plunged in from two yards out
to cap a 14-play 80-yard drive to narrow the margin to 17-13.
The Dukes faked the point-after attempt with holder Jerry
Roadcap passing to Jeff Wallin, cutting the score to 17-15.
"We saw the play coming and were yelling at our players but
the man just couldn't get into his coverage quick enough," Wyche
said. "Again I can say that I would have done he same thing."
JMU trailed 10-7 when Robert Green fumbled the second half
kickoff (the third special teams fumble of the day) and the
Pirates' Blake Anderson recovered.
One play later quarterback Kevin Joiner passed for his second
scoring toss of the day when he hit Keith Burgess for a 20-yard
strike to boost the lead to 17-7 with the extra point.
The touchdown pass was the thirteenth given up this year by the
Dukes' secondary.
"We really can't make arty major changes in our secondary,"
McMillin said. "It's just a combination of things like our pass
rush at times and not dropping back into proper coverage."
JMU fell behind 10-0 before Tom Bowles found Gary Clark for a
44-yard scoring pass with 6:37 to play in the half.
The reception, which was Clark's only one of the day against a
Pirates' secondary that started three freshmen and a sophomore,
did tie a JMU single season record for most scoring catches.
"Considering we did move the ball fairly effective and we
weren't hitting well on our passes I don't feel we should have
thrown the ball any more than we did," McMillin said.
Rowles was only four-for-ll on the day for 96 yards and one
interception.
Hampton Institute scored on its second possession of the afternoon when JMU's Mike Thurman fumbled a punt that was
recovered by Barry Wilson at the Dukes' 17- yard line to keep the
march alive.
On the first play from scrimmage Joiner hit Wallace Young for
the score with 7:33 remaining in the opening quarter to make the
score 7-0 with the conversion.
"We were really counting on our special teams to help a lot
today." McMillin said. "They've been a strong point all year long
hut I don't know what happened today."
Bad field position aided the Pirates' second score.
After Greg Caldwell was forced to punt from his end zone,
Hampton Institute took over at the Dukes' 37-yard line.
They drove to the 15 before settling for a Johnny Moore 32-yard
field goal to up their lead to 10-0 with 12:24 left before intermission.
"All we can do for the remaining four games is play with all the
i pride we have in us," McMillin said.

"8

#*NVf

Photo by David L. Johnson

IMF'S RORFRT Tl'RNER (top. number 21) and Hampton's John Lawson battle for a pass in
Saturday's ija me here. The Dukes dropped their fourth straight contest as Hampton hung on to a 1715 lead Bottom. .IMF's Chuck May (number 271) tumbles over the Pirates defense..
t-MKWm?.
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Champs
Duchesses capture Va. golf tide

Breeic (fie photo

IMI'S WOMEN'S golf team won the state championship this
weekend. The Duchesses group effort enabled them to edge
second-place William and Mary by four strokes,

By IAN K \T7.
By eliminating the familiar concentration
lapses and careless mistakes of the past, the
James Madison University women's golf team
captured the Virginia State AIAW team title
Saturday in Chariottesvilie
Virginia's only other two schools competing
in women's golf ended the season as the
College of William and Mary and Longwood
College finished second and third respectively
behind JMU in the competition. The championships were played at Keswick Country
Club
The title the Duchesses earned was indeed a
team title. JMU's top four scorers finished
fourth through seventh, with only four shotsseparating the four players.
JMU finished with a 996 team total for the
three-day. 54-hole tourney. William and Mary
totaled loon, and Longwood scored a 1007.
Five golfers from each team were
designated as the golfers whose scores would
be eligible for the final total. Only the four best
of those five on each day. counted towards the
total

Of the individual scores, William and Marys
Mary Wilkinson blew past all competition by
winning witha 233, including a one-over-par 74
in the driving rain of the tournament's second
day.
Her teammate. Anne Brerman. finished 10
strokes behind in second place with a 243.
logwood's Robin Andrews also scored a 243.
but was beaten by Brerman on the first hole of
the sudden death playoff for second place.
The Duchesses showed their overall team
superiority by placing Allison Groatin fourth
with a 247, Joann Snyder fifth with a 248.
Wendy Currie sixth with 250, and Valerie
Baker's 251. which was good for seventh.
"Our first four Were stronger than anyone
else's." said Coach Martha O'Donnell. "We
were pretty confident of our ability to win the
title We've been late bloomers. About two
weeks agoeverything started coming together.
The girls seemed to decide that they would quit
making bad mistakes," O'Donnell said.
"We've always had the talent, but now the
girls have put it together mentally."

Dukes edged by 10th ranked Patriots, 2-1;
Vanderwarker terms effort best of season
By DANNY FINNEGAN
Despite playing what coach Bob
Vanderwarker called "our best game
of the year", the James Madison
University soccer team suffered a 2-1
setback at the hands of George Mason
University Saturday.
Todd Crist's goal 10 minutes into the
second half gave the Patriots, ranked
tenth in the nation, a 2-1 lead they held
for the remainder of the game.
George Mason goalkeeper Ken
Bernstein was instrumental in his
tesHr.*~ *rte stand. The freshman
keeper made 11 saves in the game,
and Vanderwarker praised him. "He
made several outstanding saves."
Bernstein was scored on by Ralph
Cassagnol. who tied the game l-i
seven minutes before half. Cassagnol

took a pass on the ground from Tony
Farrell and beat Bernstein from four
yards. It was Farrell's fourth assist of
the season.
Frank Gorman scored the game's
first goal just minutes into the match.
Marc LeMair crossed the ball to
Gorman who put the ball high into the
left corner of the net. Gorman also
assisted on Crist's goal.
"In spite of the loss, which is the
team's fifth straight and lowers its
record to 2-6-1. Vanderwarker was
pleased with his team's effort against
the highly regarded Patriots.
"We really took the play to them."
said Vanderwarker. "We took much
of the attack to them."
"It was great effort, it was the best
we've played this year. We are better

than our record indicates."
Vanderwarker had praise for many
of his players. Alan Carlquist. George
.Ackerman, Jeff Brown. Mike Isaacs
and Jim Edwards were all singled
out for their play.

midfield from his left back position,
and since the switch was made in the
Navy game, he has excelled. Against
the Patriots, Vanderwarker credited
him for shutting off George Mason's
leading scoring. Colin Kerr.

Carlquist. Ackerman and Brown
are all performing at relatively new
positions as Vanderwarker -tried to
come up with the right combination to
get the Dukes on the winning track.

Brown, who led the Dukes in scoring
last year as a freshman, has recently
been moved to sweeper. "Jeff had an
excellent game and did a good job
attacking from the sweeper position."

Freshman Carlquist. who was
coming off a strong effort against the
College of William and Mary, was
moved from back to midfield in the
second half of the George Mason
game and had six shots. On one free
kick. Carlquist hit the ball just wide of
the net.
.... ....

Edwards and Isaacs, the team's
only two seniors, anchored the team's
young defense and allowed the Dukes
to outshoot the Patriots 19-18.

Ackefman has also been moved t«

Goalkeeper Edwards played the
entire game with a helmet after
suffering a concussion in last week's
match with William and Mary. He
made eight saves.

Freshman's 74) record leads
tennis squad to 7-2 season
By STFVF I.OCKARD
When the James Madison University
women's tennis team beat George Washington
University last week, they finished the 1981
dual match season with a 7-2 record.
One reason for the team's success this year
has been the play of freshman sensation. Lee
Custer
Custer. a native of Roanoke. finished the
seasonwith a perfect 7-0 dual match singles
record. She ended the year as the Duchesses'
third seeded singles player while teaming with
Kathy Holleran (the team's top player) to
make the top doubles team.
"I've been real happy with Lee's play this
year."stated JMU coach Maria Malerba. "She
has shown constant improvement, moving
from number five to number three in singles
and to number one in doubles."
Custer began playing competitively the
summer before her .freshman year in high,
school. "I entered a couple of MALTA (MidAtlantic Lawn Tennis Association) tournaments and when school started I joined the
varsity." said Custer.
At Cave Spring High School. Custer was the
team's top player all four years and when it
came to choosing a college, she had a tough
decision.
"I was recruited by Mary Washington. Tech.

and William & Mary as well as JMU," explains
Custer "I picked Madison for a couple of
reasons. First of all; I really liked the team and
the coach. Also my mother went here and she
recommended it. " ~
As far as her play this year goes, Custer
seems somewhat satisfied. "I feel like my
game has improved a lot, although the last two
weeks it hasn't been what I wanted. Playing
with good players everyday has helped me a
lot."
I
"My net play is the strength of my game.
That is where I'm most-confident. My main
weakness is my second serve. That needs a lot
of work. My forehand also hasn't been as
consistent as I would like."
Custer cited her victories over her number
five opponents from the University of Virginia,
University of Richmond and University of
Maryland as her top dual match performances.
According to Malerba. Custer's runner-up
finish in the Tennis Life tournament in
Washington was her best play of the year. "Lee
played very well in that tournament." stated
Malerba "She beat the number three girl from
UVA. who was seeded first, and then lost in the
finals in three sets to the number four girl from
UVA."

MrMil mi »no?o

PXRTICIPATINr. IN TIIF Salisbury Intercollegiate Tennis
Tournament this weekend the Duchesses recorded their best
finish ever in the event, placing third in a field o( 21 teams.
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Classifieds
„

by Garry TrudSau

DOONESBURY
wine MY
uNcie.

For Sale

tMHIS
BAZTEWE*

FOB SALE: Stereo Receiver.
Oplonica SA-5107 25 watt FM
stereo. FAM-AM receiver.
Digital station frequency
readout. 41 position volume
control, tape monitor. 2 way
speaker selector. FM muting.
t Just one month old. Parents
-fcaid must sell! Price 175.00
Call 5780 or write P.O. 1563 ask
forMike.
FOR SALE: EPI folk guitar
with case Brand new $120.00
Call7315.
THEKmfiCt&WL

FOR SALE: JVC Stereo
receiver: JR-S400Marii.il: 85
watts: AM-FM: will handle 2
phones. 2 sets speakers, and 2
tape decks at once: built-in
equalizer:
JVC's
most'
powerful receiver: excellent
condition: must sacrifice:
phone 434-6103 after 6:00

UN03HENRY, MmWfKBEW
MEN PIP rr 6OW0NKXHEMY
I /USTART? 75YEAPS. ITS AN
0LDSOONERTRADIWN!

CLOSE TO WO-imPSOFftLLWCOMMS5VNZ& IN OKLAHOMA W& INVOLVED. HO ONE EVER GAVE IT AUY
THOUGHT, nWAS JUSTINEUWUEPIP
BUSINESS. W'NEVER SUSPECTED?

MiwACLWiYCtrnzim
M
ONLY' MAKES V2.000. H0WP
£fa YOU 7HINKI MANAGED ALL
19
,
THENEVPtCK-t&?0R)M
\
*zooo COLLEGE TUITION?

ism

I've Been

NEPHEWI

UOmW.
I

THIS

PIPNT GETTING IT IN
TENS AND TWENTIES

0H, NO..

\

EVEWY5AR.mi

wusoMemiNe*

DATSUN
B-210
HATCHBACK: 1976.40 mpg, radial
tires. 80.000 mi. excellent
condition $2,400. 434-9874.
10 SPEED BIKE: Zebra
Kinko Turning Bike, excellent
condition.
433-6270.

YOUKHOU, MIKEY. THIS UHOLE
THING MIGHT HAVE TURNED

ompiFfemn.YfiVJiBT

Help Wanted

STAYED AUAY FROM PEOPLE
UKEMABELTRAVIS..

SHE OIUNS A LUMBERYARD
VJH0S IUSED10 DO A LOT OF BUSMABEL INES5UHH.AFBIIMWIHSA60,
wmr UHENI FUST CAUGHT UINP OF
\ -mmSTTGAWNJVJENTTO

mBrnpADOwmBHismifts
S0IUASmiCO€B9&. &T0KA
L0N6 miK P0UN BY THE CHEEK, AND

immmmAsmNGiftttftR
BOTH0W.FAMUE& IF W£ TWIN EVER
GOTOUT. -«*»*-'

H/ASSHE

ATELY. SHE WAS
SOUND.

WANTED: Ghostwriter for
adventure, sci-fi stories. Call
433-2169 after 7:00 p.m. Ask
for
Donald.
E.O.E.
ATHLETIC INSTRUCTOR:
Part time. Must have some
knowledge of basketball and
ability to work with youth.
Afternoon and evening hours
(10-20 hrs. per week). Apply to
Harrisonburg Dept. of Parks
and Recreation 305 S.\
Dogwood Drive.
JOBS ON SHIPS! American.
Foreign.
No
experience
required. .Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer
job or career. Send $3.00 for
information. SEAFAX, Dept.
Gl6 Box 2049. Port Angeles,
Washington
96362.
OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer
and year round. Europe, S.
America, Australia. Asia. All
fields. $500-$1200 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free info. Write
LIC Box 52-VA-4 Corona Del
Mar. CA 92625.

by Pat Butters, Paul Doherty

Stars*On*Campi»
wyiuAL OF i
) OMAHA'S WILD KIN&00M.")
THIS *)£«« WE 3boRNEyJ^r7>
, TO OAMCf MADISON ONnEKffO
6
FAMOUS MOVJE EfS *^
'WELCOME TO

^fl iAT IN TMf SAFETY OF "n
HCUCOP** "HUE WWCffT
UNTO THE WfOeatoN *Q0M, WHICH CONTAINS THI FEROCH
>PILN\ EATING mwectdfu

MAS SOME AIN6LE, EH,
7IM2

i AMD piscovcR tTS 5E
HERE W£ R

[■1A STILL lfiW£ i~
' EVEH LIFE CAN ae A WN««
TKAT* WHY Mt/RML tf OMAHA >I9 SEW 7*n*9 TO WRES
>HAS POLICIES A&MNST MANY
HAZARDSi LIKE P-HALU,} V]fAT$ 7WE £*t> 0TWI
> SMELLY Roo^MAT€5 AND
$76 PHONE HOOK-W CMMSti
' BUT, tCTS GET BACK T»OUR ADVENTUREl

**i»
t^S

MUTUAL OP
0MAJ«A5

»«

rim

r*«*«

WELL, THAT* OKT»H5^0NM
.1»ACT JAMS UP ANYWVjr'
Vnt HAVE A Men' TIM-i
AEXT iVEEX TH-MMtX),

BAND-MAXWELLi FM rock,
new wave etc...Now taking
bookings' for all types of
engagements. Call 298-8535 or
298-8847.

by Paula Dubill, Barb Schufelt

Campus Quo
ELECTRONIC
EARRING
AND PIN: Hot, red Love Lite
comes complete with a minibattery. Guaranteed to lite up
your nite life. Send $6.00 for
one or $10.00 for two to:
TRADING.
Box
1007-A.
Warwick.
R.I.
02888.

TYPING SERVICE: 18 years
experience.
dissertations,
'reports, theses, etc Double
spaced material 85 cents per
page. Call Mrs. Price 879-9935.
-7~-
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Services

Zor

by Bryan Gallagher

IAIM RT TYPIST: Secretary
Working on campus mornings
will do typing afternoons and
evenings., elite type, paper
included. $1.00 per page. Call
434-750R after 1:30 p.m.

Personals

'

OOF MEAN: Where are you
when I need you? How do you
expect me to get home without
you to carry me? Put on your
hlue shirt, honey, and come to
my place YOUR PATIENT
TO TIIK CUTE LITTLE
KFDIIFAD with the green
and white shorts. I couldn't
help but notice you in the Grill
Tuesday night. You have nice
form. Keep it up. Sincerely.
Gentleman Admirer.
sr/FTTF: Keep everybody,
in line while I'm gone Sorry
vou can't be there, but I will
bring some sand back.(Sorry.
1 shouldn't rub it in.) Make
crazy Chris behave since I
won't he there to keep things
straight. Good luck on your
tests this week. LOVF,
M\KTII\ (VOMI- invisible

Morbid Comics

by Dave McConnell, Scott McClelland

VimiiiinaU*1

SPXCK
SIIARKS:SPACE
SHARKS: SPACE
SHARKS .SPACE
SHARKS: SPACE
SHARKS: SPACE
SHARKS :SP ACE
SHARKS fSP ACE
SHARKS...Beware the Invasion
DO YOl' WANT TO GET
IIIOII, go skydiving sponsored
by the Madison Outing Club.
First jump class planned, for
Nov. 12-S30. first jump Nov.
14-15. Interested-contact Patti
phone 4551 box 405 or Michael
?. phone
5364
box
241. .
RKKK'/KRS: "Have fun in
the summer sun." well
maybe, in the October Florida
sun. I hope you guys are
looking forward to a break as
much as I am. We'll have to
sneak off and leave you-knowwho in the room to STUDY!
Rich, well kid here's another
chance to have a fun time at
the beach. Are there sharks in
Florida this time of the year?
.IWVS.
IH'CKFTTES: Susan S.,
Mary Ann, Terri S., Loris.
Bev. Diane. Ginny. Susan H.,
Kacey-Thanks again for the
awesome support. It's the
year of the Duck, and
remember-Duck soccer, not
just a game...A way of life.
Next game Nov. 1. THE FEW,
THE PROUD, THE SUICIDE
DUCKS
TRIVIA:- You've never heard
this one before. Trivia is a
band. Appearing at the Elbow
Room Thurs.. Nov. 5. Doors.
Grateful Dead, Steely Dan.
The Who, Beatles and many
many more, plus very
originals.
Try
us
out.
Questions 5801. Long Jive
Rock
IIKY RAD...Thanks!! ...'give
me a retard!!" love. DENISE
POORER: Everyday that you
forget to share your secrets,
your thoughts and your
feelings with me. is a day with
out love and a day that, is lost
forever. Look around at alP"
the" waste we have here
around us. Isn't there enough
loneliness in our world today?
Love me all that you can,
today and tomorrow...PIE
FISH FRIEND: Thanks for
finding my wallet in the Union
Thursday. You're a life saver.
Thomas Cullen.

Foster Dog

by Lance Foster

.IT AND LEON: Oh my God.
what a beat week this has
been-No camp outs and no
chipped teeth. Next week we'll
have to pitch a tent and see
what happens. SLEEPER

IIKY ANIMAL: Have a
great time at Florida, but
don't forget to go to the convention I know you "will be so
excited, the minute you get
out that plane you will go just
wild as ah Amazon. Also
please get my pay check when
you are back, thank you.
T.l'FSS
WHO
(PANT.IMNT.PWTl

BreakOn-Thru

by Mark Lcgan

TO FYFRYONF IN COMM.
-.'Ti 7 !t: Hi:Good luck on the
test Say a prayer that he
cUrves it' R.T. - «

KXRTIinor.: I understand
Pink Floyd but there's one
thing
that's
still
a
mystery .who
is
John
Jaworski and why does no one
like him? SKVCAT'
TKLKPIIONF MAN: Our
post-midnight conversations
are great. I really miss it
when you don't call, and no,
my roommate doesn't get
mad How long can we go on
like this? Forever, I hope.
INT. ilYTKR

KOrc.il DRAFT: There's a
Red House over yonder, so
cross yer fingers. I'm ready to
jam WLSON.
PAl'LV We cannot believe
that you didn't get drunk at all
of those 'Gifford parties this
weekend. We would just love
to see you get really trashed
one of these days. Oh by the
way you'd better get off that
Dr.P stuff.
No wonder
you are so hyper all the
time i HA.HA i Reeky and the
U'.P. Resident Photographer

DOirtG? 7P0 AAW4 MA«AIFV>L D<WGS
WH6N TMfy FOVAJTJ M6 HAD

TtAwep

INTO A HI>6E:

cr

will not be
published Nov. 2
Ads and announcements
concerning events
before Nov. 5
should be submitted
for the Oct. 29 issue
Announcements 5 p.m. Oct. 26
Ads 2 p.m. Oct. 27
SMHTHkl . ( i irt TVr.»

i. ■ ■ ■■
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CHOWDER AND CHOICE
FISH, CHICKEN OR CRAB SANDWICH
CLAM CHOWDER, SM DRINK
ImU SaUi
GMfie Bus* & BuHw

$1.89

LUNCHEON SPECIAL

SH«iu ""* muimu
*125

Patsy

Sue

11UMJKIS.
SEAFOOD

'

M Carllon St.
Harrlsonburg, VA.

Carolyn

9WU Focufly & Stated UMewct
Bui csttat to *• 8MH •* HsMswsss (Od. 31)
vfe* JIM taut 1st 2

Haircuts-Permg
Beard & Moustache Trim

H<#<) KBM m urn ■:

$1.00 discount on Haircuts
to JMU Students
thru Nov. 14.

i* TuAlt'6 £sS**t

Tutis*. WtsWuj & Tbti*«
SI CM* Sftf»
434-3664
GW & iftttsisi N 9*««* gttotai
and Itelwtd Fttje

Please Bb-ing coupon
337 E. Market St.

433-8841

A**

A&P
Bud bottles 6/12oz 1.99
Busch bottles
2.19
Old Mil bottles
2.09
Schmidt's bottles
1.69
1.39
Pepsi 8/16 oz
deposit
Nabisco Kitz
.88
Crackers 12 oz
A & P tea bags
100 ct box
.99
Minute Maid
Orange Juice 12 oz .99
Mrs. Filberts
Margerine 1 lb
59
Smithfiled Breakfast
links
Old Carolina Bacon
Grill Master flunks
4 & P Ground beef
3 lb roll
Chicken legs 5 lb pk
Russett Potatoes 5 lbs
York Apples 3 lbs
Carrots 3 one lb bags
{Cauliflower

1.69/lb
.99/lb
. 79/16
1.19/lb
.69/lb
.99
.77
.99
.99

I AMD TOMATO EXTXA

CUP COUPON

WGet a Single y
*/*4 pound*

Hamburger
an order of
golden French Fries
and a medium drink -

\

■

for only $\fig
CHUSf ADO TOMATO IKTM *-NCT WfMMT MFOM COO«(NO

i^^expireS~Kov.

Goodontvin HARRBONBURG.VA

f*
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Readers' Foru
Creationism theory should pass scientific test

To the iilitor:
In a recent article in The
Breeze, the scientifically
accepted theory of evolution
was referred to as a lie.
Stating that evolution is a lie is
fn essence to call those of us
who accept evolution liars. It
seems to smack of a conspiracy as if we all got
together and decided on the
lie—but how could we? We
who endorse evolution are
Christians
a'nd
Jews.
Mohammedans and Buddists,
East
Germans
and
Americans. Chinese and
Frenchmen. Russians and
South Americans.
The writer further states
that evolution "cannot stand
up to the inquiry." Could I ask
the writer to elaborate?
Evolution has progressed
from a hypothesis originally
proposed (with misgivings)

by
by Darwin
Darwin to
to the
the status
status of
of aa
scientific theory because it
has stood up to the grueling
test of scientific inquiry.
I think Jesus would like the
approach of scientists. Jesus
"was always in trouble with the
Romans and established
Jewish religion because he
was a rebel and a free thinker.
Jesus was. not interested in
mythology and I doubt he
would be interested in the
- ■raythotogy that is put forth
.today. He knew mythology
was created by people to
satisfy their own purposes and
it brought us no nearer to a
deeper understanding than
selective Bible quoting does.
Jesus was interested in
spirit. He was interested in a
psychological attitude, a way
of living, a thirst for the truth.
He would tell us to go out and
honestly seek the truth and not
be afraid of what we find.

Jesus wtwld
VIPW
would take a dim view
of those today who tell us to
deny our own senses.
He loved Galileo when he
was threatened with excommunication for insisting
that the earth revolves around
the sun and not vice versa.
Looking back, we can see that
it was man's egotistical
perspective of the universe
and his sense of security that
• was threatened rather than
God's Holy Word.
He loved Darwin some 300
years later when he put forth
those rebel free-thinking ideas
which further jostled man's
_egotistical view of himself.

If creationism has as its
goal equal footing with
evolution in science so that it
may be taught as a science in
the public schools, then it
must earn that reputation in
the world wide forum of

science
science ««
as the
the «„««-,..
concept ^
of
evolution has done. To do
otherwise is to prostitute the
name of science. Debates will
not do this, for debates are too
easily designed to win
arguments or "sway" people
through the use of oratorical
skills rather than to establish
the validity of an idea through
the merit of solid evidence and
honest reasoning.

Creationist groups put forth
volumes of literature which is
easy to read but, from my
experience.
is
dismally
lacking in scientific accuracy
and scholarly content. They
must take this literature and
upgrade it. if possible, to a
level where it is acceptable for
publication by a reputable
scientific society recognized
internationally
for
its
scholarly
and
scientific
standards Among many. I

can tmnk ot three such groups
in the United States: the
American Association for the
Advancement of Science, the
Society of Sigma Xi, and the
Geological
Society
of
America.
Published crea tionist
literature would then be
subject to the.critical scrutiny
of the world community of
scientists and would be accepted over a period of time to
the degree that it possesses
scientific and scholarly merit.
Creationist groups have had
time, more than enough
money, and sufficient manpower < at least in numbers) to
do so—why haven't they done
this'
John E. Sander
Assistant
Professor
Geology

of

Squire Hill steps needed
T

r:
°i.Itli-/l!IS
has been on my

*
mind, for
quite some time that a
dangerous and unsightly mess
has been developing for
several years. The mess I am
t , S h b ss
) or
^1"lf
:, r . .i !L !!
Squire Hill,
which lies ^
in /the
parking lot of Howard
Johnson's Motor Lodge. The
path that goes up the hill is
dangerous.
When it is wet. snowy or icy.
the hill is actually unclimbabie Many incidents
come to mind when students
have slipped or fallen, and
sometimes have been hurt.
I ani of the belief that a set
of stairs should be erected, if
possible, to eliminate the
ugliness of the forn-up hillside

as

e,T as to inst

*
*» « St of
safety
It would be rather convenient. too: I could actuary
wear a dress again' Many
times I have hovered over my
closet. Picking out ■TpreJtJ
dress and matching dainty
shoes Then I picture that
slimy hillside and put aside,
my sandals and pull out the
standard Army boots, which is
what you need to get enough
traction for climbing the hill,
or going down it for that
matter.
I would like to see the
students of Squire Hill join in
the quest for a set of steps.
Ronnie Walt ha 11
Squire Hill occupant

Duke's Grill:slow,unappetizing
Ity K \HK\ WALLACE
What's for dinner?
Meatless meatloaf. grilled liver, and
vegetable lasagna even Garfield wouldn't
touch.
Well, it's too late to call the Steak House and
I can't even afford McDonald's.
I guess it's Duke's, Grill.
For those of us with weak stomachs, who
can't handle some of D-hall's infamous menus.
Duke's is often the last resort. But even Duke's
has its disadvantages. I can feel my face start
to break out and my stomach begin to churn
just riding up in the elevator. Once at Duke's,
the atmosphere of noise and confusion and the
smell of stale beer, cigarette smoke, and burnt
popcorn assaults the senses.
The organization is incredible, if not
nonexistent. After waiting in an incredibly
long, barely moving line. I finally get a chance
to yell out my order, which may or may not be
heard
Ry the time I get to the cash register, there is
no single line, only mass confusion. It's almost
like being at a Who concert. Students tend to
forget where they are while they fight, push
and shove their way to the two cash registers.
If I manage to get a booth, there's always
some 250-pound jock who sits down behind me
.and bounces around every time he shifts

positions Its like eating french fries on a
roller coaster. And there's always an acid rock
fan who has the jukebox blaring.
Tne atmosphere is bad enough, but the food
itself leaves something to be desired. I've had
hamburger so raw they practically crawled off
the bun Flat drinks and cold fries are other
problems The ice cream, however, is great—
when the machine works
Granted. Duke's isn't-McDonald's, but it
does have tremendous potential. First of all,
organization is desperately needed The entire
system of ordering needs help.
There should be some way to order before
entering so people wouldn't have to wait long
for their order and wouldn't block the flow.
Two separate lines, one for take-out orders
only, would eliminate some of the crowding at
the registers.
With a little remodeling. Duke's could shed
its drab "beer"hall" image. The walls could
stand a more colorful paint job. New. comfortable chairs and larger, sturdier booths
would be nice. too. I don't want to push my
luck, but carpet and stereo music would create
a much more pleasant atmosphere. I realize
these suggestions would entail a lot of
rearranging and expense, but if D-hall could
spend nearly $20,000 in bug lights. Duke's
should be entitled to remodel. '

.
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Monument remembers
General Turner Ashby
Rv TIM PARRISII
One and a half miles east of James Madison
University, where most students glue both
eyes on the future, a small battle was fought in
a doomed war to preserve the past. Near dusk
one day in 1862. the Confederate general,
Turner Ashby. was killed leading a charge just
a few hundred yards from where JMU's new
field house is being built.
In 1898 the Ladies Memorial Association
erected a monument on the spot where Ashby
fell. A crowd of 4000. including many Civil War
veterans, gathered at the battlefield. Two or
three tattered battle flags fluttered in the wind.
The band struck up "Dixie" as the monument
was unveiled and the old soldiers erupted with
one last Rebel Yell.
Today the monument stands like a sacked
temple, with shattered beer bottles around the
base of the minie ball shaped granite. Beer
cans litter the battlefield where the 58th
Virginia and the 1st Maryland regiments
defeated the Pennslyvania Buck tails
Across from the Deer Run Apartments, the
dirt road runs one-half mile from Port
Republic Road to the monument. Beside the
road is a barbed-wire fence, choked with
honeysuckle and milkweed. An empty bottle of
TJ Swann Magic Moments lies in the ditch.
The monument sits on a small wooded hill
surrounded by a wrought-iron fence. A chainlink fence keeps the cattle in the adjoining acre
field of goldenrod where the 1st Maryland
struck the Bucktails' flank.
It is not the kind of place one expects people
to kill and die over. There is enough marble
and granite and honor at Gettysburg to make it
seem worth fighting for. But why kill over a
cow pasture and a clump of trees? It is difficult
to understand now.
—Among the glass and the beer cans and thrgoldenrod there is no answer to the question,
who was Turner Ashby?
Most historians have judged Ashby a
commander of limited ability and unlimited
courage. He often argued with his superiors
and was easily peeved when passed over for
promotion. Early in the war when the younger
Jeb Stuart was promoted ahead of him, Ashby
took it as a personal insult. When Stonewall
Jackson tried to reorganize Ashby's cavalry
and dilute strength because Ashby seemed
incapable of disciplining a large force. Ashby
threatened to resign.
. But Jackson backed down because he saw
the almost blind faith Ashby instilled in his
men. In an era when officers had to project
great personal courage. Ashby always led his
troops into battle, oblivious to danger.
Ashby's chaplain, the Rev. James Avirett,
said of Ashby. "No man went into a charge
with more impetuosity, or was more dreaded
by the enemy, than he whose clarion-like
'Follow me!' was the gathering cry for friends
and the signal for flight for his foes."
The Union commander at the Battle of
Harrisonburg. Col. Thomas Kane, admired
Ashby's courage. "Kane said he was one of the
bravest men he ever saw," said Beatrice Ott, a
volunteer at the Harrisonburg Historical
Society and whose mother went to school with
Kane's children in Pennsylvania. She said
Kane sent a note through an emissary askng
■Ashby to stop exposing himself to danger just
hours before one'of Kane's Bucktails killed
Ashby.
On June 6. 1862, Ashby was directing a
delaying action as Jackson retreated to Port
Republic from Gen. Fremont's Union army.
He paused in Harrisonburg long enough to
drink a glass of milk, then led his cavalry out to
rout a New jersey cavalry regiment.
When Kane's Bucktails arrived, Ashby sent

for reinforcements That afternoon Ashby sent
the 58th Virginia and the 1st Maryland up the
gentle slope of Chestnut Ridge through fog and
drizzle. The Virginians faltered in the face of
the snapshooting Bucktails. Ashby rode up to
rally them. His horse was shot from under him.
and he led the charge on foot. He called out,
"Forward, my brave men," then was killed by
a bullet through the heart.
The Bucktails were soundly defeated and
among their 55 casualties was Col. Kane, who
was wounded and captured. Kane»told one of
Jackson's staff officers. "Deal justly with the
memory of Ashby. He must have been a noble
fellow, a brave soldier, and a gentleman."
The next day Gen. Rober E. Lee wrote, "I
grieve at the death of General Ashby." The
entire South mourned with Lee, as poets
lauded him and generals praised him.
But within a month 18.000 Confederates lay
dead or wounded in the fields around Richmond. Later that summer came the slaughter
at Antietam. followed by Chancellorsville and
the carnage of Gettysburg. Jackson was killed
in May. 1863. and Stuart a year later. There
were too many heroes. Harrisonburg adopted Ashby as their hero,
but after two World Wars and Korea and
Vietnam, people apparently have lost interest.
The only Rebel Yell at Ashby's monument
today is found in a whiskey bottle.
Turner Ashby/s monument became a
metaphor in stone. When people lose their
tradition and heritage, no matter whether their
ancestors fought in a war or not, they lose
something that can never be replaced.

(Top to bottom) THE TURNER ASHBY monument stands
timeless in a secluded, woody area as a tribute toa local Civil War
leader. East on Port Republic Road and located about one and a
half miles from .lames Madison University on Route 1103. the
monument marks the spot of General Ashby's death during a
battle charge

Photos by Yo Nagaya

